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Abstract—Sharding is a prominent technique for scaling
blockchains. By dividing the network into smaller components
known as shards, a sharded blockchain can process transactions
in parallel without introducing inconsistencies through the co-
ordination of intra-shard and cross-shard consensus protocols.
However, we observe a critical security issue with sharded
systems: transaction ordering manipulations can occur when
coordinating intra-shard and cross-shard consensus protocols,
leaving the system vulnerable to attack. Specifically, we identify
a novel security issue known as finalization fairness, which can
be exploited through a front-running attack. This attack allows
an attacker to manipulate the execution order of transactions,
even if the victim’s transaction has already been processed and
added to the blockchain by a fair intra-shard consensus.

To address the issue, we offer Haechi, a novel cross-shard pro-
tocol that is immune to front-running attacks. Haechi introduces
an ordering phase between transaction processing and execution,
ensuring that the execution order of transactions is the same
as the processing order and achieving finalization fairness. To
accommodate different consensus speeds among shards, Haechi
incorporates a finalization fairness algorithm to achieve a globally
fair order with minimal performance loss. By providing a global
order, Haechi ensures strong consistency among shards, enabling
better parallelism in handling conflicting transactions across
shards. These features make Haechi a promising solution for
supporting popular smart contracts in the real world. To evaluate
Haechi’s performance and effectiveness in preventing the attack,
we implemented the protocol using Tendermint and conducted
extensive experiments on a geo-distributed AWS environment.
Our results demonstrate that Haechi can effectively prevent the
presented front-running attack with little performance sacrifice
compared to existing cross-shard consensus protocols.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sharding is a prominent approach to enhance blockchain
scalability and has been researched extensively by academia
[1]–[7] and deployed in the industry [8]–[13]. Its main idea
is to horizontally partition the entire blockchain into multiple
self-maintaining shards. With more nodes participating in con-
sensus, sharding can assign more shards to process transactions
in parallel, bringing higher throughput. However, there is no
free lunch here: along with an intra-shard consensus protocol
that can be instantiated with any standard Byzantine Fault Tol-
erant (BFT) state machine replication (SMR) protocols [14],
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Fig. 1. Finalization unfairness: Assume shard S1 maintains a contract ϵ.
The intra-shard transaction ITXϵ is executed and committed before the cross-
shard transaction CTXϵ even though CTXϵ is processed earlier than ITXϵ.

[15], sharded blockchains also need a cross-shard consensus
protocol that is specifically designed to handle transactions
involving entities and data from two or more shards. The key
to a cross-shard consensus protocol is to ensure the isolation
property that there is no inconsistent access to the same
data and the atomicity property that all relevant shards either
commit or abort the cross-shard transaction.

Most previous sharded systems adopt a two-phase (2P) pro-
tocol to handle cross-shard transactions, motivated by the two-
phase commit protocol of traditional distributed databases [16].
The 2P cross-shard protocol works as follows: First, in the vote
phase, all shards relevant to the cross-shard transaction modify
and lock local states by running one instance of the intra-
shard consensus; then, in the commit phase, another instance
of intra-shard consensus is used to commit the transaction. For
example, as shown in Fig. 1, a user UB in shard S2 constructs a
cross-shard contract transaction CTXϵ to call a smart contract
ϵ maintained by shard S1. The sender’s shard (i.e., S2) first
processes CTXϵ, e.g., deducting UB’s balance used for this
transaction. Then, the contract’s shard (i.e., S1) executes the
contract ϵ with the data generated by S2 and modifies ϵ’s state
data. CTXϵ will be committed if these two data modifications
are operated successfully.

An observation is that transaction processing and contract
execution for a cross-shard contract transaction are completed
by different shards and introduce multiple instances of intra-
shard consensus. A cross-shard transaction will thus be packed
into many blocks from multiple shards, involving multiple
transaction orders. This is inevitable due to the separation
of data in a sharded system. In contrast, these operations for
an intra-shard transaction are completed by only one shard
via one instance of intra-shard consensus. Therefore, there
exists a processing-execution difference between intra-shard
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and cross-shard contract transactions. Such a difference is not
an issue if the called contract is agnostic to transaction order,
e.g., a transfer contract that previous sharded systems focus
on [17]–[20]. Unfortunately, there are also contracts where
the transaction order is crucial, such as decentralized finance
(DeFi) [21], initial coin offerings [22], and gambling [23]. For
instance, recently Daian et al. [24] and Qin et al. [25] show that
the adversarial manipulation of transaction order in Ethereum
DeFi can extract millions of USD from users. In this work, we
call such contracts order-sensitive contracts (OSCs) and the
problem relevant to the processing-execution difference when
calling OSCs as the finalization fairness problem. Fairness
is a loaded term in the blockchain field, and we formally
define finalization fairness for a blockchain sharded system
in § IV-C. Informally, it means that transactions1 are executed
and committed in the order they are processed.

We formulate and present the front-running attack triggered
by this fairness problem (§ III). To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first front-running attack in sharded systems. This
attack allows the adversary to manipulate the transaction order
to have their transactions executed and finalized before the
victims’ transactions. For instance, an attacker strategically
constructs a transaction (e.g., an intra-shard transaction ITXϵ)
to target a cross-shard transaction (e.g., CTXϵ) created by
the victim. Since the processing and execution of cross-shard
transactions are separated, the attacker’s transaction ITXϵ

can be inserted between the processing and execution of the
victim’s transaction CTXϵ. This will lead that ITXϵ is finally
executed before CTXϵ even though CTXϵ is processed and
stored on the blockchain earlier than ITXϵ (as shown in
Fig. 1). Such a front-running attack is inexpensive without
transaction fee bidding contests [21], [24], but more likely to
succeed in sharded systems because of the existence of the
processing-execution difference. As we discuss in § III-B, the
front-running attack can not only threaten the security of the
above OSCs, but also lead to unbalanced shards, eventually
sacrificing the scalability of sharded systems.

To prevent this front-running attack in sharded systems, we
propose Haechi2, a novel cross-shard protocol (§ V). Haechi
is a process-order-execute-commit (POEC) consensus model
whose key idea is to introduce a globally fair ordering phase
between transaction processing and execution phases. With
the ordering phase, Haechi ensures that the execution order
is consistent with the processing order of OSC transactions,
thus providing the finalization fairness for sharded systems. In
addition to satisfying the finalization fairness, a globally fair
order achieves another desirable feature for a sharded system.
Specifically, since a global order ensures the consistency of
transaction commitment, Haechi supports non-blocking pro-
cessing for transactions, i.e., conflicting transactions that call
the same contracts can be handled continuously in parallel
even though some of them are not committed yet. Since in
a practical scenario, there are some popular smart contracts
that are called by users frequently, the feature of non-blocking
processing makes Haechi more practical and promising in
supporting real-world smart contracts.

However, since shards have various consensus speeds in a

1In the rest of the paper, transactions represent contract transactions, and
transaction executions represent executions of the called contracts.

2Haechi is a mythical creature representing justice and fairness.

sharded system, establishing a globally fair order for a sharded
system faces new challenges. The challenges come from the in-
flight transactions. Specifically, due to the various consensus
speeds, committing a block in the processing phase takes
longer for a sluggish shard than it does for a prompt shard. As a
result, when transactions in the prompt block are ordered, those
in the sluggish block are still being processed and will skip
the ordering phase. These in-flight transactions of the sluggish
block, even if being processed earlier, are ordered after the
transactions of the prompt block, compromising finalization
fairness. To eliminate in-flight transactions, a straightforward
solution is to synchronize all shards block-by-block, i.e., any
shard is not allowed to propose new blocks until all shards
complete consensus for their current blocks, by which all
shards have the same block heights and thus there are no
in-flight transactions on any block height. However, such a
synchronization mechanism is low-efficiency and far from the
practicality of sharded systems.

To solve the challenges, Haechi adopts a finalization fair-
ness algorithm to coordinate a globally fair order for a sharded
system. Instead of asking all shards to synchronize their block
heights, the algorithm allows each shard to work independently
without being affected by the ordering phase or other shards,
while yet guaranteeing finalization fairness. To achieve this,
Haechi first uses the block timestamp as the ordering indica-
tor. Since the block timestamp can represent the time when
transactions are processed and is incremental in each shard,
it can be used to establish a deterministic global order in
which transactions that are processed first must be ordered first.
Furthermore, since the block timestamp is publicly verifiable
and immutable once a block is committed, Haechi prevents the
adversary from manipulating the order by forging the block
timestamp. Then, considering in-flight transactions, Haechi
adopts a so-called at-least-one ordering rule. Specifically, we
observe that our protocol can catch enough information and
start an ordering phase without waiting to receive all in-flight
transactions as long as it receives one block from each shard.
The finalization fairness algorithm allows Haechi to reduce
performance loss caused by the global ordering phase. We
present security analysis in § VII.

Overall, this work makes the following contributions:

- We formulate and present the front-running attack against the
current 2P cross-shard consensus protocol, which, to the best
of our knowledge, is the first front-running attack in sharded
systems. This front-running attack can be devastating: (i)
shards receiving unbalancing transaction requests, sacrificing
the scalability of sharded systems; (ii) OSCs built on sharded
systems pose a significant security risk. These unfavorable
outcomes further limit applications of sharding technology.

- We give a new fairness definition for sharded systems,
called finalization fairness, which demands that any two
transactions calling the same OSC must be executed in
the same order as they are processed. It is a requisite for
preventing front-running in sharded systems.

- We design Haechi, a novel cross-shard protocol with two im-
provements: (i) it provides finalization fairness and prevents
the front-running attack in a sharded system; (ii) it enhances
the efficiency of handling OSC transactions.

- We implement Haechi with Tendermint [14] and compare it
with prior state-of-the-art cross-shard consensus protocols.
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We evaluate them by running up to 990 nodes on geo-
distributed AWS EC2 instances spread across ten regions,
showing that Haechi can achieve 13,000+ TPS, less than
6s intra-shard confirmation latency, and less than 17s cross-
shard confirmation latency with 33 shards. We also evaluate
the presented cross-shard front-running attacks for different
cross-shard protocols, showing that Haechi can effectively
prevent such attacks while existing 2P cross-shard protocols
are vulnerable to them.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we start with an example of order-sensitive
contracts (OSCs) in a blockchain. Then, we give a concrete
working process on how the classic 2P cross-shard consensus
protocol handles a cross-shard OSC transaction.

A. An Example of Order-sensitive Contract

OSCs are a type of smart contract whose states are rele-
vant to transactions order. For instance, if transactions TX1

and TX2 call an OSC, executing TX1, TX2 and executing
TX2, TX1 will result in different OSC states. For illustration
purposes, we give an example of OSC that is derived and sim-
plified from Uniswap [26], one popular decentralized exchange
contract. This OSC allows users to buy tokens with their coins,
where tokens are the data of contract state and coins are the
data of user accounts3.

TokensExchange Contract. Fig. 2 presents our example,
TokensExchange, written in Solidity [27]. TokensExchange
consists of: (i) a state variable factory4 that records core
information of the current exchanging market, like tokens
pairs, price, and liquidity (Line 3); (ii) a contract function
swapCoinForTokens realized to swap a specific token with the
user’s coins (Line 5). This function has three parameters (i.e.,
input data). The parameter path specifies multiple intermediate
Token addresses used for this token exchange. The parameter
to represents the address of the Token that the user is swapping.
The parameter msg.value represents the number of coins that
the user pays for this exchange. The whole token exchanging
process is as follows. First, the contract computes how many
actual tokens the user can get with the input coins, i.e.,
computes the token price (Line 8). Then, the contract transfers
the coins into a wrapper token existing in the factory (Line 9).
For example, in Ethereum, the coin Ether will be wrapped
into a type token in the factory, called WETH. This operation
is used to provide a more secure and convenient way for token
exchanges. Finally, in Lines 10-15, the exchanging market
updates the price and liquidity of the involved tokens in the
routing path, and the user receives the fitting amount of tokens
for its exchanged coins.

According to the function realized in TokensExchange,
if a contract transaction is committed successfully, then the
user will lose its coins for obtaining relevant tokens, and the
contract will update its contract state.

3See differences between tokens and coins on https://blog.liquid.com/coin-
vs-token.

4For illustration, we assume the token pools (i.e., UniswapPair contracts)
are a part of the state of this Router contract, recorded in the variable factory.

1 contract TokensExchange {
2 // state variables of the contract
3 address public factory;
4 // method to exchange a token with coin
5 function swapCoinForTokens(address[] calldata path

, address to, uint msg.value)
6 {
7 // msg.value is the user’s coins
8 amounts = getAmountsOut(msg.value, path);
9 transferCoin(factory, amounts[0]);

10 for (uint i; i < path.length - 2; i++ {
11 address _to = factory.getTokensAdd(path[i+1]);
12 swapAndUpdate(factory, path[i], path[i+1],

amount[i+1], _to);
13 }
14 swapAndUpdate(factory, path[path.length-2], path

[path.length-1], amount[path.length-2], to);
15 }
16 // other state variables and methods...
17 }

Fig. 2. The code of a simple decentralized exchange contract.

B. 2P Cross-shard Protocol in Sharded Systems

Now, consider the implementation of such an OSC in a
sharded system. We assume a user in shard S1 constructs a
cross-shard transaction CTXϵ to call TokensExchange contract
(denoted as ϵ) maintained by shard S2. In this example, CTXϵ

will modify the data of two accounts in two operations. The
first, i.e., transaction processing, is that CTXϵ withdraws
coins (i.e., the msg.value) of the user’s account in S1. The
second, i.e., contract execution, is that CTXϵ modifies the
contract state of ϵ (i.e., the state variable factory) in S2,
including transferring tokens to the user, updating token price
and liquidity. We emphasize that in a scenario of calling
contracts, the later operations are invoked only after the former
operations are completed. Because the later operations rely on
data generated after the former operations and contract inter-
actions are unpredictable [28], [29], e.g., a contract invokes
other different contracts based on the block height when it is
executed, but the block height is uncertain.

Fig. 3 shows the process of handling CTXϵ with the 2P
cross-shard protocol in a sharded system. Similar to traditional
databases, the 2P cross-shard protocol is also driven by a
coordinator, such as a client [2], [30], or a shard [3], [17],
[18], [31]. In this example, we assume the coordinator is the
shard that manages the account of the transaction’s sender,
i.e., S1. The 2P cross-shard consensus protocol contains two
phases: the vote phase and the commit phase.

Phase 1: Vote for the processing and execution results. In
this vote phase, the coordinator S1 leads messages delivery
among all related shards for collaboratively handling CTXϵ.
The specific process can be concluded as follows:

Step ❶: S1 processes CTXϵ, where it will modify the
data of the transaction’s sender (i.e., the user’s coins). Specif-
ically, S1 checks if the user has sufficient coins to pay for
the transaction (i.e., msg.value used for exchange), and locally
withdraws these coins from the user’s account. Then, CTXϵ

is packed into a new block SCi
1 by a round of intra-shard

consensus, and the relevant coins of the user will be locked
for paying until the cross-shard consensus is completed.

Step ❷: S1 creates a message used for contract execution.
Specifically, S1 packs the input data (i.e., function parameters
path, to, and msg.value in this example), the ϵ’s address, and a
commitment quorum certificate on the block SCi

1, into a relay
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Fig. 3. The process of 2P cross-shard consensus protocol with a shard-based
coordinator.

message. This message is used as a proof and request showing
that a cross-shard transaction has been processed successfully
by the sender’s shard. Finally, the relay message is forwarded
to S2 for the contract execution.

Step ❸: The contract shard S2 executes CTXϵ. When
receiving the relay message after a network delay (e.g., after y
blocks), S2 verifies its validity. Then, S2 retrieves ϵ according
to its address and executes it with the input data by a round of
intra-shard consensus. After that, S2 locally modifies and locks
the changing states of ϵ (i.e., factory in this example). The relay
message and changing states are recorded into SCj+y

2 .

Step ❹: S2 votes for the commitment. If the execution
is successful, S2 sends the execution results with a vote-for-
acceptance to S1. Otherwise, it sends a vote-for-abort to S1.

Phase 2: Commit the transaction and state changes. In the
second commit phase, the coordinator S1 collects all voting
results to determine if CTXϵ can be committed.

Step ❺-❻: If S1 receives a vote-for-acceptance from S2,
S1 unlocks the relevant coins of the user and commits CTXϵ

into its ledger SC1 (Step ❺). At the same time, the coordinator
S1 sends a commit-for-acceptance to S2 where S2 will unlock
and commit the changing contract states of ϵ (Step ❻). In
contrast, S1 aborts the commitment of CTXϵ and sends a
commit-for-abort to S2 for aborting state changes of ϵ.

The processing-execution difference. In this example, we find
that handling a cross-shard contract transaction is completed by
multiple shards. In particular, transaction processing operation,
i.e. Step ❶, is completed by S1 while transaction execution op-
eration, i.e., Step ❸, is completed by S2. In contrast, handling
an intra-shard contract transaction only involves one shard.
For example, assume a user UB in S2 calls ϵ by constructing
an intra-shard transaction ITXB

ϵ . Since S2 maintains both
UB’s account and ϵ’s account, ITXB

ϵ can be committed by S2

independently via only one intra-shard consensus. Therefore,
there exists a processing-execution difference between intra-
shard and cross-shard transactions. In the next section, we will
present how the attacker utilizes such a processing-execution
difference to launch a front-running attack.

III. FRONT-RUNNING IN SHARDED SYSTEMS

A. Attacking Process

Recall from the process of 2P cross-shard consensus in Fig.
3, the called contract ϵ starts to be executed with CTXϵ only
after CTXϵ is processed by S1 via an intra-shard consensus
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Fig. 4. Intra-shard attacking: the attacker monitors the target shard chain
and requests a front-running transaction to be executed before the victim’s
cross-shard transaction.

and is forwarded to S2 after a period of network latency.
Obviously, there is a time difference between the time when
a cross-shard transaction is processed and the time when the
called smart contract is actually executed.

Intra-shard attacking model. The attacker can utilize such
a time difference to launch a front-running attack against the
cross-shard transaction with an intra-shard transaction. Briefly,
as transaction processing and execution are separated for a
cross-shard transaction, the attacker constructs and has its
intra-shard transactions executed between the processing and
execution of the victim’s cross-shard transaction. Fig. 4 de-
scribes the attacking process concretely, and a brief illustration
is shown at the bottom of Fig. 3. Specifically, to attack CTXϵ,
the attacker A first monitors the network of S1, e.g., it runs a
consensus node CNA

1 in S1. Once the attacker observes CTXϵ

will appear in the next new block, it creates a front-running
intra-shard transaction ITXA

ϵ with its account managed by S2

and sends ITXA
ϵ to the shard leader CNL

2 of S2. Note that the
attacker can observe CTXϵ in advance rather than waiting for
the new block to be finally appended into the shard chain SC1.
That is because a BFT-based intra-shard consensus always
requires several stages before reaching a final agreement, e.g.,
PBFT [32] contains pre-prepare, prepare, and commit stages,
of which the attacker can receive the new block at the pre-
prepare stage. Furthermore, since CTXϵ is being processed by
S1 (Step ❶) and requires a period of transmission time before
arriving at S2 (Step ❷), ITXA

ϵ is more likely to be executed
by S2 and changes the contract state of ϵ before CTXϵ (i.e.,
before Step ❸). Thus, although CTXϵ is processed by the
sharded system earlier than ITXA

ϵ , ITXA
ϵ is finally executed

and committed earlier than CTXϵ. Finally, the victim UV is
front-running attacked by the attacker.

More flexible attacking model. The above attacking model
is based on the processing-execution difference between intra-
shard and cross-shard transactions. This requires the attacker to
create multiple accounts in different shards if it wants to front-
run multiple contracts from different shards with its intra-shard
transactions. In addition, the attacker can also adopt a more
flexible attacking model, called cross-shard attacking, by uti-
lizing the processing-execution difference between cross-shard
transactions from distinct shards (see appendix A for more
details). The idea is that the attacker only creates accounts in a
shard with the fastest consensus speed. In this case, the attacker
can still front-run the victims’ transactions with its cross-
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shard transactions. Specifically, the shard where the attacker’s
accounts are located processes transactions faster than other
shards, allowing the attacker’s cross-shard transactions to reach
the target contract’s shard before the victims’ cross-shard
transactions. As a result, the target contract’s shard potentially
executes the attacker’s transactions before the victims’ trans-
actions, resulting in successful front-running attacks.

B. Impacts on Sharded Systems

We note that to launch such a front-running attack in
a sharded system, the adversary only needs to monitor the
network and register accounts in some shards. It neither needs
to compromise the shard security nor involves transaction
fee bidding contests. Such low-cost attacks will allow the
adversary to conduct front-running transactions intensively,
bringing devastating impacts to a sharded system.

On the one hand, the front-running attack will compromise
the scalability of a sharded system. Specifically, to reduce
the risk of being front-run, a user would like to register an
account in the contract’s shard, by which it can avoid the
2P cross-shard consensus. However, such a strategy leads to
workload unbalancing among shards, i.e., distinct shards will
manage a various number of accounts and handle a various
number of transactions. In a real-world scenario, some popular
contracts occupy the major transaction volume of the network.
For instance, according to the data provided by Etherscan5,
Uniswap accounts for nearly 11% of daily transactions in
the Ethereum network from Nov. 25th, 2022, to Dec. 25th,
2022. The unbalancing workload among different shards will
significantly limit the scalability of sharding technology, i.e.,
even as the number of shards increases, a sharded system
cannot handle more transactions because most transactions are
created in only several specific shards. On the other hand, the
front-running attack also threatens the security of many decen-
tralized applications that are affected by transaction ordering
manipulations significantly, such as DeFi and gambling.

It is crucial to prevent such front-running attacks so that
a sharded system can be applied to a practical scenario
supporting thousands of decentralized applications. However,
to the best of our knowledge, none of the current sharded
systems consider such issues. This paper thus proposes a novel
cross-shard consensus protocol, called Haechi, to fill this gap.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. System Definitions

We target the setting of state-sharded systems with smart
contract capabilities, where the whole ledger is partitioned
among several sets of nodes by a Sybil-resistance protocol,
e.g., Proof-of-Work (as in [1]–[3]) or Proof-of-Stake (as in [8],
[11], [13]). Besides, shards adopt a BFT-based protocol [14],
[15], [32] as their intra-shard consensus. There are (m + 1)
shards in the system, in which a shard Si(1 ≤ i ≤ m) main-
tains a separate shard chain SCi = {SC1

i , SC
2
i , ...}, where

SCb
i is the b-th block in SCi. Each shard block is attached with

a block timestamp to represent the time of block generation.
Furthermore, there is a beacon shard S0 that is responsible
for maintaining a beacon chain BC = {BC1, BC2, ...}. The

5https://etherscan.io/stat/dextracker?range=30

beacon chain6 is widely used by previous sharded systems,
which is used to coordinate cross-shard communications [5],
[11], [17], [33] or maintain the global configuration for the
sharded system [2], [3], [9], [34], such as shard number, node
identity, epoch randomness, etc.

B. Trust Assumptions and Adversary Model

We assume there is a reliable and secure shard reconfigu-
ration (or resharding) mechanism like prior sharded systems
[2], [3], by which the sharded system adjusts all shards
periodically to ensure that the honest nodes always control
each shard. Specifically, a shard Si(0 ≤ i ≤ m) always
satisfies 3fi + 1 < |Si|, where fi is the number of byzantine
nodes and |Si| is the shard size. In light of this assumption,
the following security properties are always guaranteed by the
intra-shard BFT protocol in each shard:

• Intra-shard safety. Any two honest nodes of the same
shard store the same prefix ledger.

• Intra-shard liveness. If a transaction is received by at least
one honest node, then the transaction will be eventually
handled and get a response from the shard.

Furthermore, we assume that the adversary can behave
arbitrarily to launch attacks to have its transactions executed
before the victim’s transactions. However, the adversary is
computationally bounded.

We assume a partially synchronous network model since
each shard independently runs a partially synchronous SMR
protocol (i.e., Tendermint BFT [14] in this work). However,
we emphasize that Haechi can also work in an asynchronous
network since it does not rely on any time-bound. Specifically,
if shards run an asynchronous SMR protocol (e.g., Tusk [35]),
then the network assumption could be asynchrony.

C. Fairness in Sharded Systems

The front-running attack discussed in § III reflects a fair-
ness issue where the adversary can manipulate the execution
order of transactions independent of their processing order.
Therefore, to give a clear definition of fairness for sharded
systems, we first define two ordering relations for transactions:
processing order and execution order.

Definition 1 (Processing order). Let ≺P denote a processing
order relation in a sharded system, TX7→ϵ ∈ SCj

i denote that
transaction TX7→ϵ calling contract ϵ is recorded in block SCj

i .
Given transactions TX1

7→ϵ and TX2
7→ϵ, we define TX1

7→ϵ ≺P

TX2
7→ϵ if one of the following three conditions is satisfied:

(i) TX1
7→ϵ, TX

2
7→ϵ ∈ SCm

i , and fidx(TX
1
7→ϵ) <

fidx(TX
2
7→ϵ), where fidx(·) is a function returning

the indexes of transactions in a block.
(ii) TX1

7→ϵ ∈ SCm
i , TX2

7→ϵ ∈ SCn
i , and m < n, where m

and n represent the block height of the same chain SCi.
(iii) TX1

7→ϵ ∈ SCm
i , TX2

7→ϵ ∈ SCn
j , and fbt(SC

m
i ) <

fbt(SC
n
j ), where fbt(·) is a function returning the times-

tamp of a block.

6In the previous sharded systems, the beacon chain also called the identity
chain [2] or reference chain [3], [17], [33], etc.
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In a sharded system, two transactions may be recorded
in the same block (condition i), different blocks of the same
shard (condition ii), and different shard chains (condition iii).
Therefore, the processing order ≺P defines a relation for
two transactions based on the time when transactions are
processed. If TX1

7→ϵ ≺P TX2
7→ϵ, we say TX1

7→ϵ has been
processed before TX2

7→ϵ.

Definition 2 (Execution order). Let ≺E denote an execution
order relation in a sharded system, TX7→ϵ denote a transac-
tion that calls contract ϵ, TX7→ϵ,ϵk denote a sub-transaction
generated to call contract ϵk when executing ϵ, and Υ(TX7→ϵ)
be the set of contracts that are called when executing ϵ. Given
two transactions TX1

7→ϵ1 and TX2
7→ϵ2 , we define TX1

7→ϵ1 ≺E

TX2
7→ϵ2 if: for every ϵk ∈ Υ(TX1

7→ϵ1) ∩ Υ(TX2
7→ϵ2), sub-

transaction TX1
7→ϵ1,ϵk

is executed before TX2
7→ϵ2,ϵk

.

The execution order ≺E defines a relation only for two
transactions involving the same contracts, i.e., transactions
exist dependencies. For example, we assume that transaction
TX1

7→ϵ1 calls contracts ϵ1, ϵ3, and ϵ4 respectively with sub-
transactions TX1

7→ϵ1,ϵ1 , TX1
7→ϵ1,ϵ3 , and TX1

7→ϵ1,ϵ4 . Similarly,
another TX2

7→ϵ2 calls contracts ϵ2, ϵ3, and ϵ4 respectively
with sub-transactions TX2

7→ϵ2,ϵ2 , TX2
7→ϵ2,ϵ3 , and TX2

7→ϵ2,ϵ4 .
If TX1

7→ϵ1,ϵ3 is executed before TX2
7→ϵ2,ϵ3 , and TX1

7→ϵ1,ϵ4 is
executed before TX2

7→ϵ2,ϵ4 , then we have TX1
7→ϵ1 ≺E TX2

7→ϵ2 .
With ≺P and ≺E, we now give a new fairness definition, called
finalization fairness, for a sharded system.

Definition 3 (Finalization fairness). A sharded system is said
to possess finalization fairness property on a contract ϵ, if
ϵ ∈ Υ(TX1

7→ϵ1) ∩ Υ(TX2
7→ϵ2) for any given transactions

TX1
7→ϵ1 and TX2

7→ϵ2 , it satisfies: when TX1
7→ϵ1 ≺P TX2

7→ϵ2 ,
then TX1

7→ϵ1 ≺E TX2
7→ϵ2 .

The finalization fairness indicates that if a transaction
is processed earlier than another transaction, it should be
executed and finalized before the other transaction, i.e., first-
processing first-execution. Note that not all contracts (e.g.,
non-order-sensitive contracts) need to be provided finalization
fairness, thus a sharded system can be considered to satisfy
the finalization fairness as long as it provides such a property
for an order-sensitive contract.

D. Goals

We aim to design a cross-shard consensus protocol to
prevent a specific front-running attack from happening across
shards (i.e., cross-shard front-running) as discussed in § III.
Note that the attacking behaviors of such a front-running attack
are different from previous front-running attacks. The latter
happens within a shard (i.e., intra-shard front-running) during
the period from when transactions appear in the mempool
to when transactions are packed into blocks. However, we
emphasize that existing solutions of intra-shard front-running
are completely compatible with our protocol and can be easily
integrated into our protocol (see § X for more discussions).

Obviously, the finalization fairness is the opposite of the
front-running attack, where a victim transaction is processed
earlier but executed later than a front-running transaction. We
next show how Haechi provides finalization fairness property
and thus prevents front-running attacks in a sharded system.

V. HAECHI OVERVIEW

In this section, we present an overview and technical
challenges of Haechi, followed by a strawman solution. We
emphasize Haechi is designed for order-sensitive contracts
(OSCs) that are vulnerable to front-running attacks, such as
DeFi [21] and ICO [22]. Therefore, Haechi is implemented
as a pluggable cross-shard protocol for the existing sharded
systems7. For a clearer illustration, we exclusively consider all
involved contracts as OSCs in the rest of this paper. Similarly,
if not otherwise specified, all the transactions after that are
OSC transactions (OTXs).

Observation. Recall that in the front-running attack, an ad-
versary can construct an intra-shard or a cross-shard trans-
action that is executed earlier than the victim’s cross-shard
transaction, although the latter is processed first. The main
reason is that no global transaction order is used for intra-
shard transactions and cross-shard transactions when they are
handled by different shards, respectively. Motivated by this,
Haechi introduces an ordering phase for realizing a globally
fair order for OSC transactions.

A. The Process-Order-Execute-Commit Model

Haechi is a process-order-execute-commit (POEC) model
that innovatively introduces an ordering phase compared with
the 2P cross-shard protocol. We assign the beacon chain to
help order transactions in the ordering phase (see more details
in § VI-A). The data structure used in communication between
the beacon chain and shard chains is CrossLink. A CrossLink
CL is corresponding to one block of a shard chain, consisting
of the following components:

CL =< blockTS, Ltx, i, h >

Here, blockTS is the block timestamp of the corresponding
block, Ltx is a list of OTXs, i is the shard chain ID, and h is
the block height of the corresponding block. The beacon chain
works in cycles. In each ordering cycle, the beacon chain picks
received CrossLinks and orders OTXs of CrossLinks via one
instance of the intra-shard consensus.

Fig. 5 gives an overview of Haechi, which takes the
following phases to commit OSC transactions: (i) first, a
processing phase processes and creates a partial order for
transactions, and generates CrossLinks; (ii) then, in an ordering
phase, the beacon chain decides a total order of transactions
in received CrossLinks; (iii) next, in an execution phase, the
ordered transactions are sent to related shards to execute OSCs;
(iv) finally, transactions are committed or aborted by their
relevant shards based on the execution results. For distinction,
in the following sections, we also name a shard that processes
a transaction as the sender shard and a shard that executes the
called contract as the contract shard of the transaction.

In a nutshell, Haechi achieves finalization fairness by
consistently ordering intra-shard and cross-shard transactions
before they execute the same OSC. As a result, Haechi elimi-
nates the processing-execution difference on those transactions.
The question now is how to establish a globally fair order in a

7In our implementation, we use a variable to represent different types of
contracts, and the system chooses the relevant cross-shard protocol to handle
transactions based on the type variable.
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Fig. 5. Haechi overview: (i) the sender shards process transactions; (ii) the beacon shard orders transactions; (iii) the contract shards execute contracts; (iv)
transactions are committed in senders’ and contracts’ shards.

sharded system, i.e., transactions that are processed first must
be ordered before those that are processed later, regardless of
which shards they come from.

B. Challenges

In a sharded system, however, establishing a globally
fair order is non-trivial. A protocol must ensure that all in-
flight transactions from different shards can be ordered fairly.
Specifically, because of the consensus independence and node
heterogeneity of shards (e.g., diverse computer power of nodes,
network communication, the number of transaction requests,
etc.), different shards have different consensus speeds. Thus,
it is impossible for all shards to commit transactions syn-
chronously. Furthermore, due to network delays, the beacon
chain may receive transactions from various shards in an order
different from their processing time. In some cases, there exist
some called in-flight transactions that are being processed by
shards or delivered to the network, but the beacon chain has
not yet received their corresponding CrossLinks. Such in-flight
transactions may be processed earlier than those transactions
that the beacon chain has received, and thus should be ordered
before to ensure the finalization fairness. For instance, consider
a scenario in Fig. 6. Note that the message structure between
shards and the beacon chain is the CrossLink, labeled with
Si.CLj , where i is the shard ID, and j is the block height of
shard Si.

Illustrative Example: Assume the beacon chain starts to order
transactions after receiving S1.CLn+1 from shard S1 (i.e., at
◁S1.CLn+1 in Fig. 6). Since the beacon chain receives the
corresponding CrossLink of SCm

2 at the time ◁S2.CLm and
◁S2.CLm > ◁S1.CLn+1, the in-flight CrossLink S2.CLm

cannot be ordered in the same ordering cycle as S1.CLn+1.
This will lead to the transactions in SCn+1

1 being ordered
before the transactions in SCm

2 . However, the transactions in
SCm

2 are processed earlier than SCn+1
1 because ▷SCm

2 <
▷SCn+1

1 . As a result, the finalization fairness is violated.

C. Strawman: A Synchronization Ordering Mechanism

To address the above challenges, an intuitive solution is
to eliminate the in-flight transactions by introducing a syn-
chronization ordering mechanism. Specifically, when a prompt
shard commits a block (e.g., assume the block height is b) and
forwards the relevant CrossLink to the beacon chain, the shard
will not propose a new block with height b+1 until the beacon
chain receives all CrossLinks with the height b from all shards.
In other words, the prompt shards need to wait for the sluggish

timestamp
Shard S1

Shard S2

Beacon
chain





 

 



Fig. 6. The consensus difference: shards S1 and S2 have distinct consensus
speeds, where ▷ indicates the start time of processing a block and ◁ indicates
the time when the beacon chain receives the corresponding CrossLink.

shards before entering the next round of intra-shard consensus.
By doing this, all shards synchronize to the same block height
regardless of their consensus speeds. As a result, there are
no in-flight transactions that will be ignored in each ordering
cycle, and all transactions will be ordered fairly based on their
processing time no matter which shards they come from.

Although synchronizing blocks among shards can eliminate
potential in-flight transactions and ensure a globally fair order,
such a synchronization ordering mechanism is low-efficiency
and impractical. In particular, in each ordering phase, only one
block’s transactions are ordered for each shard. The system
performance, therefore, will be limited by the slowest shard,
which violates the scalability inherence of sharded systems.

VI. HAECHI DETAILS

In this section, we detail Haechi, where we show how
Haechi solves the above challenges.

A. Processing Phase

The processing phase of Haechi is comparable to the first
step of the vote phase in 2P cross-shard protocols where it
involves manipulating the senders’ accounts and checking their
constraints. This is the phase when OTXs are first handled and
packed into blocks. Since Haechi decouples the transaction
processing, execution, and commitment, we introduce a new
block structure motivated by work [36] for efficiency reasons.

Haechi block structure. Blocks in Haechi consist of two
types of transaction lists: pending list and committing list.
The pending list records OTXs that have been processed but
have not been committed in the current block height. The
committing list is used to exclusively pack transactions that
can be committed, including non-OSC transactions (i.e., non-
contract transactions or contract transactions that don’t invoke
OSCs) and OTXs that have been executed successfully and are
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ready for commitment. Such a two-list block structure benefits
the efficiency of Haechi.

First, processing and committing OTXs in distinct lists of
blocks enables Haechi to achieve asynchronous processing,
meaning that OTX processing and execution can be completed
asynchronously in different relevant shards. Specifically, with
the two-list block structure, OTXs can first be processed and
recorded in the pending lists, and the sender shards temporarily
hold the data changes. After the OTXs are executed by the
contract shards, the committing lists of the later blocks are
used to record the execution results of relevant contracts
and commit previous pending data changes. This enables
asynchronous processing for an OTX where the transaction is
processed in the sender shard and is executed in the contract
shard asynchronously. The asynchronous processing avoids the
sender shards from fetching contract states from the contract
shards and executing contracts on their own.

Second, ordering transactions in the pending list before ex-
ecuting them enables Haechi to achieve non-blocking process-
ing, meaning that shards can continuously process new OTXs
without waiting for the commitments of previous OTXs. The
previous 2P cross-shard protocol needs to lock all relevant data
to ensure consistent commitments by preventing conflicting
transactions from reading/writing the same data in parallel (see
appendix B for more details). In this case, a later transaction
accessing the same data cannot be processed until the former
transaction is committed, leading to blocking processing for
these conflicting transactions. In contrast, the two-list block
structure enables Haechi to form a local order of a shard for
conflicting transactions in the pending list, and this local order
will help to finally create a global order among all shards.
This global order prevents inconsistent commitments even if
there are multiple shards processing conflicting transactions in
parallel. As a result, a shard can continuously process new
OTXs, and pack more than one transaction calling the same
OSC into a shard block in a batching manner.

Algorithm 1 shows the procedure of the processing phase.
Once a shard node receives a new block, it goes through all
transactions of the blocks (Lines 2-8): (i) the node verifies
new OTXs of the pending list by checking if the senders have
sufficient balance to pay for transactions (Line 4). Then a valid
OTX is added to a transaction list Ltx, which is the batching
implementation for OTX transmission (Line 6); (ii) the node
commits updated states of transactions in the committing list
(Line 8, details are in § VI-D). After the new block is handled,
the leader of Si generates a corresponding CrossLink CLh

with the block timestamp blockTS, the transaction list Ltx,
and shard id i, block height h (Line 10). CLh is broadcast to
other nodes in Si for collecting signatures (Line 13). Once
the leader collects a quorum of signatures (i.e., a quorum
certificate), it sends CLh to the beacon chain (Line 11).

B. Ordering Phase

The principal goal of the consensus phase is to create a
globally fair order for OTXs received from the processing
phase. Haechi uses the beacon chain as the entity to accomplish
the ordering phase. In previous sharded systems, a beacon
chain has been designed as a global coordinator used for
global configuration maintenance [2], [3], [34] or cross-shard

Algorithm 1 Haechi processing phase (for nodes Nk of shard
Si) in block SCh

i

1: let {TX}h is the set of transactions in SCh
i , CLh = ∅ is the

CrossLink of SCi in block height h
2: for each tx ∈ {TX}h do,
3: if tx is a new OSC transaction then
4: isV alid← Processing(tx) ▷ withdraw coins
5: if isV alid then
6: Ltx ← add(Ltx, tx)

7: else if tx is ready for commitment then
8: Commit tx and update the ledger
9: if Nk is the leader then

10: CLh ←< blockTS, Ltx, i, h >
11: sends CLh with a quorum certificate to the beacon chain
12: else if Nk is not the leader then
13: signs CLh received from the leader

coordination [5], [11], [17], [33]. Due to the property of global
coordination, Haechi extends the beacon chain to assist in
ordering OTXs in its blocks. This makes our solution adaptive
and easy to be integrated into existing sharded systems. But
we emphasize that any shard in the system can be designated
to globally order OTXs.

Haechi works as a leader-based protocol. A potential con-
cern is whether the beacon chain will become the bottleneck
and degrade the performance of a sharded system. To evaluate
this, we construct related experiments in § VIII, showing that
our solution only suffers modest performance losses because
of the low-cost ordering operation in the beacon chain and the
batching optimization. Furthermore, since the relevant shard
chains provide data availability for transactions, the transac-
tion data in the beacon chain can be pruned once they are
committed. Haechi will thus not introduce momentous storage
overhead into the beacon chain. Overall, since the beacon chain
in Haechi neither executes transactions nor maintains the state,
it is feasible to expand the beacon chain to carry through the
ordering phase. Besides, we also discuss another leaderless
implementation of Haechi. However, without the coordination
of a leader, the leaderless Haechi brings more communication
overheads, which will be discussed in § X.

Finalization fairness algorithm. To solve the in-flight trans-
action challenges in § V-B, we propose a finalization fairness
algorithm without any synchronization mechanism. To achieve
this, Haechi first uses the block timestamp as the ordering
indicator that is piggybacked on CrossLinks of shards. The
block timestamp indicates the time of starting processing
transactions in blocks and thus can be used to decide the
processing order for transactions. On the other hand, since
the block timestamp is publicly attached to each block via the
intra-shard consensus, it prevents the attackers from creating
arbitrary timestamps to interfere with the ordering phase.
Furthermore, the block timestamp enables Haechi to create
a deterministic global order, and thus delicately prevents the
cyclic order problem that is notorious in previous fairness
algorithms [37], [38]. This is because there are no two nodes
of the beacon chain receiving different timestamps regarding
the same CrossLink. As a result, all nodes can determine a
consistent global order based on block timestamps.

Then, we adopt a so-called at-least-one ordering rule to
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guarantee that all in-flight transactions are ordered fairly. The
key is to start ordering transactions only when the beacon
chain receives at least one consecutive CrossLink from each
shard. Since the block timestamp is monotonically incremental
for each shard chain, a larger block height indicates a larger
block timestamp in a shard. Once the beacon chain receives
a new CrossLink with the consecutive block height (e.g., the
height is h+1 where h is the block height of the last received
CrossLink) from a shard, it can determine there are no in-flight
transactions that are processed earlier than the transactions
in the received CrossLink from the shard. When receiving at
least one CrossLink from each shard, the beacon chain has a
global view of all in-flight transactions. Therefore, the beacon
chain definitely learns which transactions can be ordered in
the current ordering cycle.

Algorithm 2 illustrates the procedure of our finalization
order fairness algorithm. This algorithm runs in each ordering
cycle and will create a new beacon chain block containing an
m-sized Cross-shard Call Lists CCLs. Specifically, CCL[i]
corresponds to shard Si, consisting of a set of ordered OTXs
whose called OSCs are maintained by Si, also as shown in
Fig. 5. Note that CCLs is equal to a global order when we
merge all OTXs in it. The algorithm consists of three steps:

(a) CrossLinks preparing (Lines 1-11). Every time when
the beacon chain BC receives a CrossLink Si.CL from Si,
it checks if Si.CL has a consecutive block height with the
last CrossLink stored in shardCLs (Line 2). Here shardCLs
is an m-sized two-dimension vector maintaining all received
CrossLinks whose block heights are consecutive. Specifically,
for the corresponding shardCLs[i] of Si, there are no unre-
ceived CrossLinks of Si whose block heights are less than
the rear of shardCLs[i]. This is used to ensure no in-
flight CrossLinks skip the current ordering cycle. If Si.CL
doesn’t satisfy it, BC will put Si.CL into the CrossLink
pool CLPool (Line 10). Otherwise, BC adds Si.CL and its
followed CrossLinks from CLPool to shardCLs[i] (Lines 4-
8). After that, BC updates the latest received timestamp of Si.
The latest received timestamp shardLastTS[i] ensures no in-
flight transactions from Si are processed earlier than currently
received transactions from Si since the block timestamp is
incremental with block height (Line 9).

(b) CrossLinks filtering (Lines 12-13). Once receiving
at least one consecutive CrossLink from each shard, i.e.,
shardCLs stores at least one CrossLink for all shards, BC can
determine which transactions can be fairly ordered based on
the timestamp of their CrossLinks. Specifically, BC chooses
those received CrossLinks whose timestamp is no larger than
the minimum of the last CrossLinks among shards, i.e.,
min1≤i≤m{shardLastTS[i]}. This ensures all transactions
that will be ordered in the current ordering cycle correspond
with a smaller timestamp than any in-flight transactions. We
will give proof in Lemma 1. Intuitively, the minimum among
all shards indicates the smallest timestamp before which BC
can guarantee no in-flight transactions.

(c) Transactions ordering (Lines 14-17). In this step, BC
will order all transactions that are chosen in the step of
CrossLinks filtering. The ordering rule follows: (i) transactions
in a CrossLink with a smaller block timestamp are ordered
first; (ii) transactions in the same CrossLink but with smaller
indexes in the CrossLink are ordered first. Then, these ordered

transactions are appended to the relevant cross-shard call lists
CCLs based on what OSC they invoke. CCLs will be used as
the content of a new block of the beacon chain and verified via
one instance of intra-shard consensus. Finally, each CCLs[i]
will be sent to Si for the next execution phase.

Algorithm 2 The finalization fairness algorithm in Haechi
ASSUME: m shard chains
INPUT: a set of CrossLinks, an m-sized vector shardLastTS, an

m-sized two-dimension vector shardCLs
OUTPUT: an m-sized CCLs recorded in a new beacon block

▶ Step 1: CrossLinks preparing
1: upon receiving a CrossLink Si.CL from shard Si do
2: if Si.CL.h = shardCLs[i].rear.h+ 1 then
3: ▷ Si.CL has a consecutive block height of the latest added CrossLink
4: shardCLs[i] ← add (shardCLs[i], Si.CL)
5: ▷ packs all CrossLinks with block heights that are consecutive with that

of the last CrossLink in shardCLs[i]

6: for all CL ∈ CLPool do
7: if CL.h = shardCLs[i].rear.h+ 1 then
8: shardCLs[i] ← add (shardCLs[i], CL)
9: shardLastTS[i] ← shardCLs[i].rear.blockTS

10: elseIf Si.CL.h > shardCLs[i].rear.h+ 1 then
11: add Si.CL to the CrossLink pool CLPool

▶ Step 2: CrossLinks filtering
12: if |shardCLs[i]| ≥ 1, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ m then
13: Choose all CrossLinks from shardCLs with a block

timestamp blockTS ≤ min1≤i≤m{shardLastTS[i]}.
▶ Step 3: Transactions ordering

14: for each CL chosen in Step2 do
15: for each OTX ∈ CL do
16: if OTX call an OSC maintained by Si then
17: CCLs[i]← addWithOrder(CCLs[i], OTX)

Haechi reduces performance loss caused by the global
ordering phase from two aspects. First, our finalization fairness
algorithm maintains the transaction throughput by allowing
shards to continuously process and commit transactions. As
opposed to the strawman solution discussed in § V-C, shards
in Haechi are not blocked and impeded by slow-running shards
and can commit those transactions irrelevant to OSCs via intra-
shard consensus independently. Haechi, therefore, does not
sacrifice the transaction throughput. Second, the at-least-one
ordering rule reduces the average confirmation time of OTXs
by enabling multiple CrossLinks to be ordered in one ordering
cycle. Specifically, those CrossLinks generated by the shards
with a fast consensus speed may have small timestamps, and
the beacon chain will order them in the same ordering cycle
if their timestamps satisfy the CrossLinks filtering condition
(Lines 12-13). As a result, with more CrossLinks being ordered
within an ordering cycle, the average waiting time for each
CrossLink to order and commit will decrease.

C. Execution Phase

With deterministic transaction orders received from the
beacon chain, a shard can execute the related OSCs with the
received cross-shard call list. According to the complexity of
an OSC, there are two conditions when executing an OSC:

One-shard execution. If the invoked OSC is a simple contract
without contract interactions, the shard can execute it inde-
pendently via an intra-shard consensus. Specifically, consensus
nodes use the input data to execute the OSC. Depending on
the execution result, the shard labels a tag for each OTX.
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(a) Lock to Commit. If the OSC is executed successfully,
the shard labels the transaction with a final-and-commit tag.
Simultaneously, it modifies the local OSC state and locks
related data.

(b) Request to Abort. If the shard fails to execute the
OSC, the transaction cannot be committed and has to be
aborted. In this case, the shard labels the transaction with a
final-but-abort tag and discards all modifications of the OSC
state introduced by the transaction.

Multi-shard execution. If the invoked OSC is a complex
contract that invokes other contracts in other shards during
its execution, the shard handles the OTX via a collaborative
execution way. During the process of the collaborative ex-
ecution, each related shard executes the relevant contract it
maintains. As the one-shard execution, the shard labels a tag
for the transaction according to the execution result of the OSC
that it maintains.

(a) Vote for Commit. If an OSC in a shard is executed
successfully, the OTX is labeled with a progress-and-commit
tag by the shard. Besides, the shard specifies all other OSCs
invoked by its OSC (i.e., contract dependency) so that the
related shard can determine when to commit the related
transaction and contract states. Meanwhile, the shard records
the snapshot of the modifications of the OSC state and locks
the related data.

(b) Vote for Abort. If, however, a shard fails to execute
its OSC, the OTX is labeled with a progress-but-abort tag.
Similarly, the shard needs to specify the contract dependency
for the commitment decision. Besides, the shard discards all
modifications of its OSC state.

After handling each OTX in the received cross-shard call
list, the shard collects the execution results (commit or abort),
return value (if they exist), and contract dependency (for
multi-shard execution) and then packs them into an execution
message with an attestation. The execution message is next
forwarded to the sender shard for the final commitment.

D. Commitment Phase

In the final commitment phase, each transaction sender
shard works as the coordinator to help achieve atomic com-
mitment for the transaction. Based on the tags of received
execution messages, there are three actions that nodes of the
sender shard could take for an OTX:

(a) If receiving a message with a final-and-commit tag,
meaning that only one contract involves in the handling of the
OTX and the contract is executed finally successfully, nodes
coordinate atomic commitment by sending related shards a
commitment message with a verification. Specifically, the
shard that records the OTX commits the transaction and
modifies the sender’s account permanently, while another shard
that maintains the invoked contract will be notified to unlock
the related data and commit modifications of the contract state.

(b) If nodes receive a message with a progress-and-commit
tag, meaning that there are multiple contracts involved in the
handling of the OTX, then it needs to wait for receiving
all related messages. Specifically, nodes check the contract
dependency in the message to determine if they have received

all execution results from related shards. Once nodes receive all
messages with the progress-and-commit tag, they can commit
the transaction. The sender shard modifies the sender’s account
permanently. Meanwhile, all related shards that involve in
modifying contracts are informed about unlocking the related
data and committing modifications to the contract state.

(c) If nodes receive a message with a final-but-abort tag
or progress-but-abort tag, then the sender shard aborts the
transaction and notifies all other related shards to discard the
modifications of contracts.

Finally, all OTXs are recorded in the committing list of
shard blocks after the commitment phase.

VII. SECURITY ANALYSIS

We next prove the finalization fairness, safety, and liveness
of Haechi.

A sharded system is a multi-chain ledger where each
shard maintains a blockchain via an intra-shard BFT consensus
protocol. Each shard can therefore be considered a BFT State
Machine Replication (BFT-SMR). However, since cross-shard
transactions can modify the data of more than one shard
simultaneously, it is not adequate to use the original safety
and liveness property (cf. intra-shard safety and liveness in
§ IV-B) of BFT-SMR to completely describe the security of a
sharded system. Therefore, we first define safety and liveness
for a sharded system.

Definition 4 (Sharded System Safety). A sharded system is
said to satisfy the safety property if: (i) any two honest nodes
of the same shard maintain the same prefix ledger; (ii) any
two honest nodes from two different shards have the same
commitment sequence and same operation (commit or abort)
for all cross-shard transactions involving the two shards.

Definition 5 (Sharded System Liveness). Every transaction
received by at least one honest node will be eventually handled
by relevant shards and get a response from the sharded system.

A. Finalization Fairness Analysis

Recall from the definition in § IV-C, finalization fairness
indicates that if two transactions are involved in calling the
same contract, then their execution orders (i.e., finalization
orders) in all contracts they are jointly involved in are the same
as their processing order. In Haechi, transaction execution and
commitment follow the global order established in the ordering
phase. Therefore, we can prove that Haechi provides finaliza-
tion fairness by showing that the ordering of transactions in
the ordering phase follows the processing order strictly. Note
that the beacon chain works in ordering cycles, in each of
which the beacon chain picks received CrossLinks selectively
and orders OTXs in them.

Lemma 1. In Haechi, the block timestamp of any in-flight
CrossLink is larger than all block timestamps of CrossLinks
that are ordered in the current ordering cycling.

Proof: We prove this lemma by comparing: (i) in-flight
CrossLinks with the received CrossLinks from the same shard;
(ii) in-flight CrossLinks with the received CrossLinks from
different shards.
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(i) First, in our finalization fairness algorithm (Algorithm 2),
the beacon chain starts ordering in the current ordering cycle
once it receives at least one CrossLink with a consecutive
block height from each shard. On the one hand, at least
one ensures that the beacon chain will not miss CrossLinks
from any shard in the current ordering cycle. On the other
hand, the consecutive block height ensures that all CrossLinks
corresponding to blocks with smaller block heights have been
received in the current ordering cycle or ordered in the previous
ordering cycles. Therefore, for every shard, all its in-flight
CrossLinks have a higher block timestamp than its CrossLinks
received by the beacon chain in the current ordering cycle.

(ii) Second, assume Si.CLlast is the last received CrossLink
and {Si.CLflight} is a set of all in-flight CrossLinks from
Si. In the current ordering cycle, the largest timestamp that
is allowed to be ordered is the minimum block timestamp of
the last received CrossLinks among all shards. Without loss
of generality, we assume S1.CLlast has the minimum block
timestamp in the current ordering cycle, and there are m shard
chains. Then, we have:

S1.CLlast.blockTS ≤ Si.CLlast.blockTS, (1)

where 1 < i ≤ m. Moreover, according to Proof (i) we can
know all in-flight CrossLinks of a shard have a higher block
timestamp than the shard’s last CrossLink that is received by
the beacon chain. Thus, for all shards Si (1 ≤ i ≤ m) and any
CrossLink cl ∈ {Si.CLflight}, we have:

Si.CLlast.blockTS < cl.blockTS. (2)

Finally, from Equations (1) and (2), we can finally show:

S1.CLlast.blockTS ≤ cl.blockTS, (3)

where ∀cl ∈ {Si.CLflight} and 1 ≤ i ≤ m. In other words,
the block timestamp of any in-flight CrossLink is larger than
all block timestamps of CrossLinks that are ordered in the
current ordering cycling. □

Lemma 2. For any two received transactions OTX1 and
OTX2, piggybacked by CrossLinks CL1 and CL2 respec-
tively, if (i) CL1.blockTS < CL2.blockTS, or (ii) CL1 =
CL2 and fidx(OTX1) < fidx(OTX2), then Haechi must
order OTX1 before OTX2 in the ordering phase.

Proof: Note that fidx(·) in Lemma 2 is a function returning the
indexes of transactions in a block, same as that of Definition
1. Moreover, conditions (i) and (ii) in Lemma 2 are actually
consistent with the ordering rules we defined in the finalization
ordering algorithm (cf. § VI-B step (c)). We now prove Lemma
2 by analyzing all possible byzantine behaviors performed by
a malicious leader in the beacon chain.

On the one hand, since the ordering phase is driven by
an instance of intra-shard consensus, and fidx(·) and block
timestamps are publicly verifiable, a new block created by a
malicious leader will not be accepted by other consensus nodes
if it contains a transaction order violating the ordering rules,
e.g., a transaction with a larger index is ordered before another
transaction in the same CrossLink. On the other hand, the
malicious leader may deliberately drop some CrossLinks it re-
ceived, leading to transactions in these dropped CrossLinks are
not ordered in the appropriate ordering cycles, thus violating

the ordering rules. However, consensus nodes can detect such
an omission behavior by checking if the selected CrossLinks
in the new block have consecutive block heights for each
shard and if the last CrossLinks of all shards are considered
in the new block. Overall, any byzantine behaviors violating
the ordering rules can be detected and prevented. Since the
ordering rules are satisfied all the time, Lemma 2 is correct
and the proof is done. □

With Lemmas 1 and 2, we now prove Theorem 3:

Theorem 3. Haechi provides the finalization fairness for a
sharded system.

Proof: Lemmas 1 and 2 guarantee all in-flight and received
CrossLinks must be ordered based on the ordering rules. Since
the block timestamp and transaction indexes in the ordering
rules indicate the processing order, the beacon chain will keep
this order for the following execution and commit phases.
Therefore, Haechi ensures that the processing order is con-
sistent with the execution order, i.e., ensuring the finalization
fairness. □

B. Safety Analysis

We show that Haechi guarantees the sharded system safety
property by respectively showing Haechi satisfies the two
conditions in Definition 4.

Lemma 4. For every two honest nodes N1
i and N2

i with local
ledgers Li

1 and Li
2 in any shard Si, Haechi guarantees: for

all block height h (0 ≤ h ≤ min{flen(Li
1), flen(Li

2)}),
Li

1[h] = Li
2[h], where flen(·) computes the current block

height of a chain.

Proof: Since each shard runs a BFT consensus for maintaining
its own ledger and each shard is controlled by the honest
nodes (see the trust assumptions in § IV-B), the shard satisfies
the intra-shard safety according to the safety properties of
BFT-based protocol. Furthermore, Haechi does not violate the
security of the intra-shard consensus. Therefore, N1

i and N2
i ,

which participate in the same shard, have a consistent ledger
in Haechi. □

Lemma 5. If an OTX involves the modification of several data
managed by multiple shards, then all the relevant shards either
commit their local modification or abort it.

Proof: Recall from § VI that the transaction sender’s shard
in Haechi is responsible for coordinating the cross-shard
consensus of an OTX. Once nodes of the sender’s shard
receive messages from all shards relevant to the transaction, the
sender’s shard runs a BFT-based intra-shard consensus to make
a decision based on the received messages. Since the sender’s
shard is controlled by the honest nodes, such a consensus
can be completed securely and generate one commitment
decision for the transaction. Since there is no equivocation, all
relevant shards will receive a consistent commitment decision
on whether to commit or abort their local modification for
the transaction. Moreover, the finalization fairness provided by
Haechi (cf. Theorem 3) ensures the transaction is eventually
committed or aborted. □

With Lemmas 4 and 5, we now prove Theorem 6:
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Theorem 6. Haechi guarantees the sharded system safety.

Proof: If the two nodes belong to the same shard, by Lemma 4,
they can keep a consistent ledger via the intra-shard consensus
protocol. In other words, these two nodes have the same
commitment sequence and operation (i.e., commit or abort)
for all transactions recorded in their shard chain. On the other
hand, if the two nodes belong to different shards, by Lemma
5, they can take consistent action to every OSC transaction
via Haechi, i.e., either all commit or all abort transactions.
Furthermore, since Haechi ensures finalization fairness where
the processing order is the same as the commitment order,
these two nodes will have the same commitment sequence for
all OSC transactions they involve. Together, these observations
imply the desired result, i.e., Haechi satisfies the sharded
system safety property. □

C. Liveness Analysis

We now give brief proof to show that Haechi satisfies the
liveness property of a sharded system.

Theorem 7. Haechi guarantees the sharded system’s liveness.

Proof: Based on the type of transaction, there are two condi-
tions for handling a transaction TX:

(i) TX is a non-OTX. In this case, TX will be handled
via the original consensus protocol of the sharded system.
Specifically, if TX is an intra-shard transaction of a shard,
then the shard is responsible for handling it via the intra-shard
consensus protocol. If TX is a cross-shard transaction, then all
relevant shards collaboratively handle it via the 2P cross-shard
consensus protocol. But in either case, the user can receive a
response from the sharded system, which is ensured by the
underlying protocol of the sharded system.

(ii) TX is an OTX. As messages between two honest parties
cannot be dropped, the beacon chain eventually receives a
CrossLink containing TX . Besides, the finalization fairness
provided by Haechi guarantees that there is no CrossLink
being dropped (otherwise, it violates the finalization fairness
since transactions in the dropped CrossLinks cannot be ordered
fairly). Since an honest shard is responsive according to the
intra-shard liveness provided by the intra-shard BFT protocol.
Haechi ensures that any OTX is handled and can get a response
eventually.

According to the above analysis, we can conclude that
Haechi satisfies the sharded system liveness property. □

VIII. EVALUATION

In this section, we will first present implementation details
and experimental settings. Then, we evaluate and compare
Haechi with other cross-shard protocols in terms of the ability
to prevent front-running attacks, practicality, and performance.

Implementation. We implement Haechi based on Tender-
mint [39]. Tendermint provides modular designs for building
blockchains, which allows us to smoothly realize our fair
ordering algorithm and cross-shard communication without
compromising the security of its consensus protocol. In our
implementation, each shard runs the Tendermint BFT protocol
[14] to reach a consensus on new blocks, and each node of the

same shard maintains the same blockchain ledger that stores
transaction data in LevelDB. For cross-shard communications,
we assign a leader node of each shard as the cross-shard
portal, responsible for sending/receiving requests from other
shards to avoid redundancy message delivery. New blocks in a
shard chain are created by the shard proposer randomly, while
the blocks generation in the beacon chain incorporates the
finalization fairness algorithm (Algorithm 2) to achieve fair
ordering for OSC transactions across shards. We implement
multiple kinds of Clients to securely send transactions via the
interface provided by Tendermint, where all transactions will
be verified before processing.

Baselines for comparison. For comparison, we implement
three cross-shard protocols based on Tendermint: Haechi-sync,
AHL [17], and Byshard [18]. Haechi-sync is the strawman
solution we discussed in § V-C, where shards are blocked
and cannot process new transactions until the beacon chain
finishes the ordering phase of the last round (i.e., all shards
synchronize to the same block height). AHL and Byshard
are two state-of-the-art 2P cross-shard protocols vulnerable to
front-running attacks. More importantly, they support smart
contract-type transactions that are considered in our scenario.
Both of them delegate a shard as the cross-shard coordina-
tor. The main difference between them is that AHL uses a
dedicated reference shard to coordinate the processing of all
cross-shard transactions, while Byshard asks the sender shard
to be the cross-shard coordinator. The total implementation
involves roughly 4.7K lines of code in Golang. In this section,
we will evaluate the presented front-running attack and the
performance of these cross-shard protocols.

Setup. We run our evaluation in a geo-distributed environment
spread across 10 AWS regions in the world (4 in America, 3
in Asia, and 3 in Europe), which includes ten c5a.8xlarge EC2
instances and each one has 32 CPUs, 64 GB RAM, and a 10
Gbps network connection. The sender address and receiver’s
address of a transaction is generated randomly to guarantee
each shard has a balancing workload. The number of nodes in
a shard (including the beacon shard) is set to 30, and shards
have been running for over 3 minutes for each metrics testing.
The mempool of each node can store up to 50,000 transactions,
with a maximum byte size of 1 GB. We deploy multiple clients
for sending transactions.

Metrics. We use the following metrics for evaluation: (i) attack
success rate: the effectiveness of the cross-shard front-running
attack; (ii) transaction throughput: the number of transactions
a system can execute per second, i.e., TPS in short; (iii) intra-
shard latency: the confirmation latency of intra-shard transac-
tions, starting from the time when the client sends an intra-
shard transaction to the time when the transaction is committed
by a shard; (iv) cross-shard latency: the confirmation latency of
cross-shard transactions, starting from the time when the client
sends a cross-shard transaction to the time when the transaction
is committed by all relevant shards; (v) CCLs interval: the
generation interval of cross-shard call lists.

A. Evaluation of Front-running Attack

We first evaluate the effectiveness of our presented cross-
shard front-running attack. To achieve this, we implement the
front-running attacking behaviors as illustrated in Fig. 4 on
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of cross-shard transactions.

all evaluated protocols. Specifically, we implement byzantine
nodes that create front-running intra-shard transactions once
they observe victims’ cross-shard transactions are processed
during intra-shard consensus. We then trace the execution
order between the front-running transactions and the victims’
transactions from log files. We evaluate the effectiveness of
the front-running attack with the attack success rate, which
represents a ratio of the front-running transactions that are
executed before the victims’ transactions.

Fig. 7 and 8 show the attack success rate of four compared
protocols under different settings, where we create 50 victims’
transactions and repeat 5 times for each experimental setting.
In Fig. 7, we evaluate the impact of transaction workloads on
the attack success rate. We initiate varying numbers of clients
to send transactions to the contract shard. For 2P cross-shard
protocol, Fig. 7 demonstrates that with higher workloads on
the contract shard, the attack success rate decreases. This is
because once a contract shard suffers from a heavy workload,
front-running transactions cannot be processed immediately
and may thus be processed with victims’ cross-shard trans-
actions in the same instance of intra-shard consensus. Fig. 8
shows the impact of the ratio of byzantine nodes on the attack
success rate, where we initiate 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 byzantine nodes
(out of 30 nodes) in each shard. The experiments show that if
more front-running attackers exist in a shard, the possibility of
being front-run will be higher in 2P cross-shard protocols. In
contrast, both Haechi and Haechi-sync can prevent such attacks
effectively and we did not observe any successful front-running
attacks under a realistic test environment.

B. Scalability

We then evaluate the scalability of different cross-shard
protocols, where we compute transaction throughput, intra-
shard and cross-shard latency under the number of shards
m = 2, 4, 8, 16, 32. To measure TPS, we count the number of
valid transactions that are packed and handled in a block via
the log files generated by the ledger. To measure confirmation
latency, we trace some transactions and compute the delay
from when it was sent to when it was committed.

As shown in Fig. 9, 10, 11, Haechi scales well as the other
two 2P cross-shard protocols. The TPS of Haechi increases
nearly linearly while the intra-shard and cross-shard confir-
mation latency increase slowly with the increasing number
of shards. Haechi can achieve 13,000+ TPS, 6s intra-shard
latency, and 17s cross-shard latency with 32 shards. In all
cross-shard protocols, the performance of Byshard is the best
regardless of the number of shards since it amortizes the
overhead of cross-shard communications to every shard. Fur-
thermore, AHL performs worse than Haechi with increasing

TABLE I. EVALUATION OF EXTRA GAS CONSUMPTION OF A
HAECHI-ENABLED SHARDED SYSTEM WITH 32 SHARD CHAINS.

Protocol #CrossLink MAX AVG MIN
Haechi-sync 32 250 gas 39 gas 8 gas

Haechi 10,000 78,000 gas 103 gas 8 gas

shard numbers, as it requires one reference shard to receive
and coordinate all cross-shard transactions, which will lead
to a bottleneck of the reference shard. Haechi-sync also does
not scale well because of its synchronization mechanism.
In contrast, the ordering phase performed by Haechi does
not introduce significant overhead because of the finalization
fairness algorithm and low-cost ordering operations.

C. Micro-benchmark

To evaluate the practicality of the global ordering phase
introduced by both Haechi and Haechi-sync, we construct two
experiments to calculate the CCLs interval and gas consump-
tion respectively. The CCLs interval reflects the time spent in
one ordering cycle, and the gas consumption measures how
much extra gas will be used by the ordering phase.

First, we run both Haechi and Haechi-sync to wait for them
to generate at least 10 CCLs, and compute the maximum,
minimum, and average intervals for two consecutive CCLs.
Fig. 12 shows that the impact of the number of shards on
CCLs generations. Due to the finalization fairness algorithm
used in Haechi, the number of shards brings a subtle impact on
CCLs generations, and the CCLs interval is acceptable under
a real-world network latency, e.g., only 1.68s on average with
32 shards. In contrast, Haechi-sync introduces higher overhead
into its ordering phase due to its synchronization mechanism.

Then, to evaluate the practicality of our protocol on gas
consumption, we convert the ordering phase into the num-
ber of comparisons of timestamps. Specifically, the ordering
phase uses a sorting algorithm to order CrossLinks based
on their timestamps, which involves a series of comparison
operations. Therefore, we implement and deploy a comparison
contract to estimate the gas consumption of one comparison
for two timestamps, showing that one comparison operation
only costs 780 gas. Besides, we assume the average number
of transactions per CrossLink is 100 (note that transactions
will amortize the gas), and at most 10,000 CrossLinks8 are
ordered in one ordering cycle of Haechi. Note that Haechi-
sync (with 32 shards) always orders 32 CrossLinks in each
ordering cycle. With these data, we can estimate the extra gas
consumption needed in the ordering phase for each transaction.

810,000 means when receiving the first CrossLink from the slowest shard,
the beacon chain has already received 9,999 CrossLinks from other shards,
indicating > 300 times difference in consensus speeds between shards.
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Table I shows the upper bound of gas consumption, where
MAX, AVG, and MIN are respectively corresponding to the
complexities of a sorting algorithm in different cases, i.e.,
O(n2), O(nlogn), and O(n) times of comparisons with n
CrossLinks. From the historical gas price of Ethereum from
July 2022 to July 20239, the maximum gas price is about 150
Gwei10. Therefore, the upper bound of gas consumption for
each transaction in Haechi is worth 78, 000 ∗ 150 Gwei =
1.17∗10−2 ETH. Similarly, we can calculate the average fee in
Haechi, 1.55 ∗ 10−5 ETH, which is very cheap and negligible
to the asset loss of users from a front-running attack.

D. Performance

We next evaluate the performance of Haechi under different
experimental settings. In these experiments, we deploy 33
shards (including 1 beacon shard) and use clients to continu-
ously send transactions to derive the peak performance.

Fig. 13 and 14 show the relationship between TPS and
confirmation latency. We can find that Haechi only compro-
mises slight performance decreasing compared to Byshard, and
even performs better than AHL; while Haechi-sync sacrifices
marked performance loss. Haechi has less than 5s confirmation
latency for intra-shard transactions and less than 10s confirma-
tion latency for cross-shard transactions when the system has a
TPS of less than 15,000, which can satisfy most requirements
of decentralized applications in a practical scenario.

Fig. 15, 16, and 17 present the performance of differ-
ent cross-shard protocols under distinct workloads, in which
we respectively instantiate c = 10, 50, 100, 1000, 2000, 3000
clients for a shard to establish connections with the shard nodes
and send transactions to them. These experiments are used to
simulate a real-world scenario where users concurrently send
requests to the system. The results show that in our experimen-
tal environment, all cross-shard protocols achieve the peak TPS
when the number of clients in a shard exceeds 2,000. But the

9https://etherscan.io/chart/gasprice
101 Gwei=10−9 ETH

confirmation latency will still increase with more clients. This
is because transactions need to wait more time in the mempool
once the speed of transaction requests is larger than the speed
of handling transactions by the system. Besides, we observe
committing a new block ranges from 1s to 8s in different
shards because of region delays and transaction workloads.
This shows the existence of the consensus difference in a
realistic sharded system.

Fig. 18, 19, and 20 give the impact of the ratio of cross-
shard transactions on the performance, where we set this
ratio from r = 10% to 90%. For example, r = 90%
represents that an average of 9 out of 10 transactions are cross-
shard transactions. From the experimental results, we can find
that with an increasing ratio of cross-shard transactions, the
performance of a sharded system will decrease. This is because
handling cross-shard transactions will introduce many over-
heads in communication and computation, which reflects the
significance of designing an efficient cross-shard protocol. We
hope our designed asynchronous and non-blocking processing
for cross-shard transactions (§ VI-A) can motivate readers to
explore more efficient cross-shard protocols.

From the above evaluations, we can find Haechi only
sacrifices a slight performance decrease compared to the 2P
cross-shard consensus protocol while Haechi also provides
finalization fairness property for a sharded system.

IX. RELATED WORK

Blockchain sharding. Sharding has been proposed to enhance
blockchain scalability. A major new challenge is how to handle
cross-shard transactions. Many works [4], [33] adopt the op-
timistic commit protocol to guarantee isolation and atomicity,
where cross-shard transactions are divided into several sub-
transactions to related shards and committed optimistically.
However, this protocol needs to abort and roll back all trans-
actions if there are conflicting read/write of the same data.
Another cross-shard protocol is the two-phase (2P) protocol
as we discussed above, which is adopted by most works [2],
[3], [17]–[19], [31], [40].
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Due to the ledger separation, handling a cross-shard trans-
action inevitably involves several steps. In each step, a related
shard runs one instance of intra-shard consensus to handle
related data. Thus, compared to intra-shard transactions, han-
dling cross-shard transactions with the previous cross-shard
consensus protocol introduces several instances of the intra-
shard consensus. To the best of our knowledge, none of the
previous works care about the differences between intra-shard
and cross-shard consensus protocols. However, as we discussed
above, these differences will introduce the finalization fairness
problem to a sharded system and bring adverse effects that will
further limit the application of sharding technology. Instead,
Haechi can address the finalization fairness problem without
compromising too much performance.

Order-fairness Protocols. With the popularity of DeFi, a
new property called order fairness is gaining more and more
attention. Many recent works have shown that adversaries can
make profits by manipulating transaction order [21], [22], [24],
[25], [41], [42]. Accordingly, various fair consensus protocols
have been proposed to achieve order fairness for blockchains.
Some of them [37], [38], [43]–[45] adopt the time-based order-
fairness, where transactions are ordered based on the time
when they are received by nodes. The others [46]–[48] adopt
the blind order-fairness, where the content of transactions is
hidden until they are committed to a total ordering, and thus
transaction order is random.

All the above works consider how to form order fairness
during the period from when transactions appear in the mem-
pool to when transactions are packed into blocks. However,
Haechi aims to achieve finalization fairness in a sharded
system, focusing on order fairness during the period from when
transactions are first processed in the sender shards to when
transactions are executed in the contract shards. Besides, most
of them assume a permissioned blockchain scenario, which
only allows a limited number of consensus nodes. In contrast,
Haechi provides a new solution for achieving order fairness in
permissionless blockchains.

X. DISCUSSION

Block timestamp security. In § VI-B, we rely on the correct
block timestamp to achieve finalization fairness. While all
prominent blockchain designs ensure that block proposers
cannot set arbitrary timestamps [49], [50], the proposers still
have small leverage to modify the timestamp within tolerance
introduced by partial synchrony or asynchrony so that they can
influence the execution order. Nevertheless, such a minor-level
timestamp manipulation seems unavoidable across fairness
protocols that use timestamps as the ordering indicator even
with synchronized clocks [37], [38], [45]. A mechanism to
mitigate this risk is to hide transaction information using an
encryption scheme until its block reaches a consensus. We
denote Tc as the time used for this consensus process. In this
case, when the front-running proposer observes the content
of the transaction, it needs to attach a timestamp with a
time deviation of larger than Tc compared to the actual time.
However, such a marked deviation of a block timestamp could
lead to rejection on this block by honest nodes.

Beacon chain-free Haechi. Currently, Haechi assigns the bea-
con chain to coordinate/lead the ordering phase and establish

a globally fair order via our finalization fairness algorithm.
However, we emphasize our algorithm can be extended to
any sharded system even if it has not the beacon chain.
This will formulate a so-called beacon chain-free Haechi or
leaderless Haechi. Specifically, instead of sending CrossLinks
to the specific beacon chain, all shards need to broadcast
their CrossLinks to other shards. Then each shard can run
the finalization fairness algorithm locally to establish a global
order. Note that our algorithm establishes a deterministic
global order as we use the block timestamps as the ordering
indicator and the block timestamps are globally consistent, i.e.,
for any node, the timestamp of a block is consistent. With
the deterministic guarantee, all shards can eventually achieve
a consistent view of the global order. However, this all-to-
all communication brings significantly more communication
overhead as compared to the current (all-to-one and then one-
to-all) beacon/leader chain-based approach.

Intra-shard order fairness. This work focuses on the final-
ization fairness of sharded systems, i.e., the execution order
of transactions is the same as their processing order. More
precisely, we guarantee cross-shard order fairness against the
front-running attack presented in this paper. However, the
adversary can manipulate the transaction order in one shard
chain, breaking intra-shard order fairness. Specifically, the
adversary controls the intra-shard consensus of the shard to
order their transactions before the victim’s transactions in an
adversary shard block. In this case, the adversary manipulates
the processing order, thus affecting the finalization fairness.

Nevertheless, the order fairness problem for intra-shard
consensus can be mitigated by existing order-fairness protocols
as discussed in § IX. Haechi focuses on finalization fairness
across shards, we omit the intra-shard order fairness from our
evaluations. However, we emphasize that these order-fairness
protocols are complementary and compatible with Haechi and
can be easily integrated into Haechi.

Multi-shard transaction order. In a real-world scenario, a
transaction can involve multiple smart contracts by contract
interactions, where some contract operations, e.g., function-
call and data-return, will invoke other contracts. Such a
transaction is also called multi-shard contract transaction in
a sharded system if its involved contracts are managed by
multiple shards. A multi-shard transaction will be handled by
more than two shards and may involve at least two block
timestamps until being executed in the OSC. Haechi can still
ensure finalization fairness by using the first block timestamp
when the multi-shard transaction is first packed into a shard
block. In the implementation, the beacon chain maintains a
mapping data structure to trace the first block timestamp for
multi-shard transactions so that it can ensure the execution
order is consistent with the processing order (i.e., ensure
finalization fairness). There are some potential optimizations
for it; however, they are beyond the scope of this paper.

Impact of reconfiguration on the attack. The proposed front-
running attack relies on the attacker observing the victim’s
transactions in time when they are in the same shard. It is
part of the natural consensus flow of communication across
shards. While the attack is in process, if the attacker is swapped
to another shard via reconfiguration, it may not be able to
successfully complete the attack. However, if nodes are reor-
ganized so frequently, then a system may not be able to process
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transactions either, which is impractical. For instance, the
reconfiguration interval (called epoch) for Ethereum is about
384 seconds as each epoch contains 32 blocks. Therefore,
attackers still have the advantage of launching front-running
attacks in their shards. Reconfiguration cannot compromise the
effectiveness of the front-running attack without reducing the
system throughput to near zero.

XI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we explore the finalization fairness problem
in sharded systems. We present, to the best of our knowledge,
the first front-running attack targeting the existing cross-shard
consensus protocols. Then, we propose Haechi, a new cross-
shard consensus protocol that provides finalization fairness
for users from different shards. Haechi introduces a global
ordering phase to prevent attackers from intentionally manip-
ulating the execution order of transactions calling those smart
contracts that are vulnerable to front-running attacks in sharded
systems. We implement a full prototype and compare Haechi
to other cross-shard consensus protocols. Our results show that
Haechi can achieve approximate throughput and confirmation
latency as other cross-shard protocols (i.e., 13,000+ TPS and
17s cross-shard latency with 33 shards). We also evaluate
the presented cross-shard front-running attacks. Experimental
results show the effectiveness of the attacks on existing cross-
shard protocols while Haechi can prevent such attacks well.
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APPENDIX A
A MORE FLEXIBLE FRONT-RUNNING ATTACKING MODEL

IN SHARDED SYSTEMS

In section III-A, we give a concrete example that the
adversary launches a front-running attack by utilizing the
processing-execution difference between intra-shard and cross-
shard transactions. Briefly, the adversary creates intra-shard
transactions to directly call a contract via intra-shard consen-
sus, once it monitors that the victims’ cross-shard transactions
from other shards are about to call the same contract. We call
this attacking model triggered by intra-shard transactions as
the intra-shard attacking model.

Except for the processing-execution difference between
intra-shard and cross-shard transactions, there also exists a
processing-execution difference between cross-shard transac-
tions from distinct shards. To be more specific, shards have
distinct consensus speeds and network transmission capabil-
ities because of resource diversity, leading that transactions
are processed and transferred across shards at various speeds.
The resource diversity in a real-world scenario can include
computing power, shard size, network bandwidth, etc. In this
section, we will discuss a more flexible front-running attacking

Attacker UX

Shard S1

processing 

Shard S2

delivery

Shard S3

  

  

  

  
delivery

processing 

User UA

Contract

Fig. 21. The cross-shard attacking: the adversary registers accounts in a
shard with faster consensus speed, where it utilizes the processing-execution
difference between cross-shard transactions to launch a front-running attack.

model based on such a difference in a sharded system, called
cross-shard attacking model.

Cross-shard attacking model. The adversary utilizes the
processing-execution difference between cross-shard transac-
tions from distinct shards to launch a front-running attack.
Specifically, the adversary can gather in a shard that has the
fastest consensus speed (i.e., the shortest block interval) and
the highest bandwidth (i.e., the best network connection). By
doing this, the attacker’s cross-shard transactions will suffer a
shorter processing time and delivery time, thus front-running
to be executed by the contract’s shard compared to the victims’
cross-shard transactions.

Fig. 21 shows a concrete example of the cross-shard attack-
ing model. We use the rectangle to represent a shard block and
its length represents the consensus speed of this shard where
a longer length means a longer time needed for consensus.
Besides, from left to right of this figure is the increasing
timestamp. We assume in this figure, shard S1 maintains a
victim’s account UA, S2 maintains an order-sensitive contract
ϵ, and S3 maintains the attacker’s account UX . As shown in
Fig. 21, S3 can process transactions faster than S1. In this
case, once the attacker UX monitors that a victim’s cross-shard
transaction (e.g., CTXA

ϵ ) is about to call ϵ, it immediately
creates a cross-shard transaction (e.g., CTXX

ϵ ) in S3. Since
S3 has faster consensus speed and shorter delivery network
latency than S1, the front-running transaction CTXX

ϵ can be
executed by S2 even though CTXA

ϵ is processed earlier (i.e.,
in block SCi

1) than CTXX
ϵ (i.e., in SCk+1

3 ). Similarly, such
a front-running attack can also happen to every shard that has
a slower consensus speed or longer network latency than S3.

Compared to the intra-shard attacking model, the adversary
won’t need to register multiple accounts in different contracts’
shards with the cross-shard attacking model. For example, in
the scenario of Fig. 21, the intra-shard attacking model asks
the adversary to respectively register accounts in S2 and other
contracts’ shards so that the adversary can construct intra-shard
transactions to front-run the victim’s cross-shard transactions.
On the contrary, the adversary with the cross-shard attacking
model only needs to register an account in the shard S3 that
has faster consensus speed and higher network bandwidth than
other shards.

Haechi is immune to these attacking models. We find that
these front-running attacking models rely on the processing-
execution differences between intra-shard and cross-shard
transactions or between cross-shard transactions from differ-
ent shards. However, in Haechi, such processing-execution
differences are eliminated since transactions calling the same
contract are globally ordered before being executed via our fi-
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Fig. 22. Different concurrency control mechanisms for handling cross-shard transactions.

nalization fairness algorithm proposed in section VI-B. There-
fore, the execution order can be guaranteed consistent with the
processing order, and Haechi ensures the finalization fairness.

APPENDIX B
BLOCKING AND NON-BLOCKING PROCESSING

Sharding divides nodes into multiple shards to allow them
to handle transactions in parallel. For intra-shard transactions
from different shards, they can be processed and committed in
parallel since they have no data conflict. However, for cross-
shard transactions that may access the same data, a sharded
system requires a concurrency control mechanism, i.e., cross-
shard protocol, to ensure isolation and atomicity. For illustra-
tion, we assume two conflicting cross-shard transactions: (i)
TX1

7→ϵ: Alice in shard S1 calls a smart contract ϵ in shard S2

to transfer its 10 Tokens (denoted T ) to Bob; (ii) TX2
7→ϵ: Bob

in shard S1 calls the smart contract ϵ in shard S2 to transfer
its 5 T to Elisa. Note that Alice and Bob have their accounts
maintained by S1 while the token balances of Alice, Bob, and
Elisa are a part of the contract state of ϵ maintained by S2.
Furthermore, we assume that Alice, Bob, and Elisa respectively
have 100 T , 0 T , and 50 T at the beginning. Fig. 22 illustrates
two concurrency control mechanisms for handling these two
conflicting cross-shard transactions: 2P cross-shard protocol
and optimistic cross-shard protocol.

Blocking processing. The 2P cross-shard protocol is a block-
ing processing mechanism where the processing of a later con-
flicting cross-shard transaction is blocked until the end of the
cross-shard consensus of a former cross-shard transaction. The
main idea of the 2P cross-shard protocol is to lock all relevant
data to ensure isolation and atomicity when handling cross-
shard transactions in parallel. It works well when two cross-
shard transactions have no data conflicts, i.e., they don’t have
access to the same data and can be processed concurrently.
However, it will block the processing of later conflicting cross-
shard transactions if the previous cross-shard transaction keeps
locking the conflicting data. As shown in Fig. 22(a), when S1

and S2 coordinately handle TX1
7→ϵ, the contract state of ϵ is

locked. If the conflicting TX2
7→ϵ hopes to request the lock to

call ϵ, it will fail until the lock of ϵ is released by TX1
7→ϵ. In this

case, these two conflicting cross-shard transactions have to be
handled one by one, i.e., blocking processing. Obviously, the
blocking processing limits the capability of a sharded system
in handling conflict cross-shard transactions. Especially in a
real-world blockchain network, there are some popular smart
contracts that are called frequently by users’ transactions, and

it is challenging to process these conflicting transactions well
with the blocking processing mechanism.

Non-blocking processing. The optimistic cross-shard protocol
can achieve non-blocking processing for cross-shard transac-
tions. However, this protocol will introduce a high abortion rate
when there are numerous conflicting transactions. As shown
in Fig. 22(b), S1 first handles TX1

7→ϵ, and it optimistically
assumes TX1

7→ϵ will be executed successfully, after which Bob
will have 10 T in the contract ϵ. Then, S1 starts processing
TX2

7→ϵ without waiting for the final commitment of TX1
7→ϵ.

However, a network delay leads that TX2
7→ϵ arrives at S2 before

TX1
7→ϵ. In this case, TX2

7→ϵ will be executed by S2 before
TX1

7→ϵ. However, since the token balance of Bob is 0 T at
that time, TX2

7→ϵ will lead to a negative value and thus fail to
be executed. Finally, TX2

7→ϵ is aborted in both S1 and S2.

Comparing the two concurrency control mechanisms, we
find that the optimistic cross-shard protocol is more suitable to
be used in a practical scenario. Because there are always some
popular smart contracts (e.g., DEXs discussed in § III-B) in a
real-world blockchain network. The non-blocking processing
property enables a sharded system to handle more transactions
that call these popular smart contracts over time, without
introducing a long-time lock waiting. However, the existing
optimistic cross-shard protocol introduces frequent abortions
if these transactions have numerous read/write conflicts for the
same popular contracts. The reason why the optimistic cross-
shard protocol leads to transaction abortions is that conflicting
transactions are out-of-order before they are executed. To be
more specific, since there is no global order for transactions
that call the same contract, relevant shards may have different
orders when processing these transactions. These inconsistent
processing orders break the consistency and isolation of trans-
actions and thus lead to transaction abortions.

Non-blocking processing in Haechi. Different from the ex-
isting optimistic cross-shard protocols, Haechi introduces an
ordering phase to establish a global order of transactions for
each OSC. By doing this, transactions from different shards
calling the same OSC will have a deterministic sequential
order. The deterministic order eliminates the concurrency
conflicts and thus allows shards to independently and non-
blocking process transactions. For those non-conflict contracts
that do not interact with each other, Haechi can still handle
their contract transactions in parallel. Therefore, compared
to previous cross-shard protocols, Haechi can better process
conflicting transactions in a non-blocking way and still support
handling non-conflict transactions in parallel. This is promising
to apply in a practical blockchain scenario.
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